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“Baby Jesus” 

Introduction: A medieval theologian named Thomas Aquinas, in one of his major works, asks a question 

that was asked long before he came on the scene and continues to be asked by thinking people long 

after he has departed. The question is this: “Why did Jesus come as a baby?” 

He could, offers Aquinas, have come as an angel, overflowing with brilliance and majesty. Or he could 

have come as a full grown man, bearded and dignified, able to string together full sentences and chew 

food with his teeth. To those suggestions we could wonder why Jesus didn’t choose to come as a 

President, or military General, or record setting athlete, or famous actor, or even a rock star?! Anything, 

it seems, would make more sense than the choice to swim in amniotic fluid, wrestle through labor, find 

yourself being laid in an animal’s feeding trough, and needing a new diaper and another nursing every 3 

hours.  

What kind of all-powerful God would be willing to embrace all that? As the Westminster Catechism asks: 

“Eternal, almighty God, how did your hands, which flung galaxies into elegant orbit, become the 

awkwardly uncontrolled hands of a newborn?” [WC8.2] And now just “how?” but more to the point for 

our purposes this morning, “why?” 

What I would offer you this morning is that the willingness of the one through whom all things were 

created to enter his world as a baby reveals the radical humility and selfless love of our God, a humility 

and love that we are called to receive and then to live from.  

I. The Anti-Augustus 

 A. We begin to see this in the contrast Luke offers with the way the world operates and 

understands power with the way the Kingdom of God operates and understands power. For, just before 

announcing the birth of Jesus, the newborn king, Luke gives us an announcement from the current king 

in Rome, Caesar Augustus. Augustus had become emperor following a bloody civil war in which he had 

eliminated all of his possible rivals. He then declared that he had brought justice and peace to the world, 

even though it had come, and would be maintained, by the sword. Augustus was the adopted son of 

Julius Caesar, who Augustus claimed was divine so that he, in turn, could be called the “son of god.” 

People and poets went on to celebrate Augustus as the savior and lord of the world, and even to 

worship him. Such power enabled him to snap his fingers in Rome and cause a young couple, some 1500 

miles away, to begin a difficult 90-mile journey (as his wife was about ready to give birth), to the 

husband’s home town of Bethlehem. The powers in Rome wanted count all of its citizens so that none of 

them would escape their tax rolls.  

Illustration: To Mary and Joseph, it might have felt a bit like receiving one of those summons for jury 

duty. Though we recognize at some level that this is a part of being a good citizen and enjoying life in a 

democracy, no one that I know of really likes to get one of those in the mail! It means you’ve got to 

travel, usually somewhere that’s inconvenient, miss at least a day, maybe more, of work, and be put in a 

rather stressful situation. Though there are various ways to get out of such a summons, rarely do they 

apply. Joseph certainly couldn’t find any that applied to the summons he received from Caesar 

Augustus, and so off he and his very pregnant wife went. 
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 B. I’m not sure what that ride would have been like for Mary, nor for the one bouncing around 

in her womb, as the pair was traveling those 90-miles not by Uber, but by donkey! Upon their arrival, 

things didn’t get any easier. We read that, probably because no one had really thought about the 

lodging crisis that this census policy would precipitate, when the couple arrived in Bethlehem, all of the 

usual spots to stay over were already full. The only shelter they could find was in the ground floor of a 

guest house, the place where the animals were kept while their owners slept upstairs. Unable to bring a 

port-a-crib on a donkey, the only place Mary could find to lay her baby when he arrived was in one of 

the animal’s feeding troughs. 

 C. How low can you go?! How far from the palace in Rome in which Augustus was laying his 

head, to the place where this new king, Jesus, had laid his? And it didn’t get any easier. Shortly, he and 

his parents would be forced to live like refugees, fleeing the hostility of another king – Herod – who was 

trying to put to death all of his potential rivals before they even grew up. What might this tell us? From 

the get-go, this new king, beginning by lying in a manger, began to experience the harsh realities of life, 

and thus became able to identify with all of those whose life in not cozy and secure, who are born in war 

zones or slums, whose families have no safe place to eat or rest, who are the victims of oppression and 

injustice.  

Illustration: Dorothy Sayers is not only a wonderful mystery writer but thoughtful theologian. In her 

book Creed or Chaos?  she reflects on both the divine and human natures of Jesus. The central question 

we all need to answer, she suggests, is this: What think ye of Christ? If, as she goes on to explain, Christ 

was only man, than he becomes entirely irrelevant to how we might come to think about God. But if he 

is only God, than he becomes entirely irrelevant to any experience of human life.  But as both, human 

and divine, he becomes incredibly relevant to both our experience, as well as our need, helping us to 

understand who God is, and helping us to understand that God knows who we are. 

D. As he helps us understand who God is, his coming as an infant, as one who is incredibly 

vulnerable, as one who could only stare up at us from our laps in love and later stare out at us in love 

from the cross, we begin to understand what this God thinks about power and glory. 

Paul describes it for the church in Philippi, saying of Jesus: 

Who being in very nature God, did not consider equality with God something to be grasped, but 

made himself nothing, taking the very nature of a servant, being made in human likeness. And 

being found in appearance as a man, he humbled himself and became obedient to death—even 

death on a cross. [Phil. 2:6-8]  

 E. This is a far different way of understanding power and glory than the world offers.   

Illustration: In listening to the radio a few weeks ago, a toy drive was being described that would be 

taking place somewhere on the south shore on the next day. Since the next day was predicted to have a 

snowstorm, people were being encouraged to come out anyway in support of the needy children who 

would benefit from the donated gifts. As extra incentive to try and navigate the storm and come out, 

the guy on the radio said that those who came to donate would get to meet both Santa, as well as a 

group of marines. And I thought, why them? Why not get to meet the head of a homeless shelter and a 

group of workers from Market Basket, or a couple of nuns running an after school program for inner city 
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youth? Why Santa and the marines? Why those who represent consumerism and military might? What 

does this tell us about how the kingdom of the world defines power and glory?  

F. By way of contrast, Jesus found power by bearing the humility of becoming an infant, and 

then taking on the nature of a servant who wound up on a cross. His power was found as he submitted 

to his Father’s will. He didn’t seek power from being able to manipulate or control others through 

money or force, or the glory that comes through self-promotion. The problem with the way the world 

exercises power, from Augustus to his modern counterparts, is that it largely involves the use of 

manipulation and force, either through military, financial, legal, or political means. In the end, such 

means never really change values or hearts, and typically ends in a divided, “us against them” mentality. 

Often at this time of year we hear it said, “It is better to give than receive.” That actually is not the 

gospel. It actually is a statement that subtly but surely encourages us to remain, by being the giver, in 

the position of control, on the end of being able to work our will into and over the lives of others 

because we have what they don’t. The gospel message actually says we need to receive so that we can 

rightly give. Because it is in receiving that become vulnerable, that we acknowledge our need for grace, 

that we open ourselves to the love of God, and of others. From that love of the God who loves us first, 

beginning by staring up at as a helpless, vulnerable infant, we are then able to give freely, without 

manipulation and control.       

Beginning as a baby, Jesus redefines power and glory in terms of radical humility and selfless love. May 

such be what leads us, as individuals and as a church as we head into a new year.  

 


